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Methods in Transportation Eonometris and

Statistis (Master)

Winter semester 2021/22, Solutions to Tutorial No. 1

Solution to Problem 1.1: Miro vs. maro models

General By de�nition, mirosopi models (�miromodels�) go down to the smallest relevant

system unit:

� Choie tasks: the deisions of any single person

� Tra�: The individual driver-vehile units or the agents (latin: agere=to at) in an

agent-based model/simulation.

� Eonomy: the single ompany (�miro eonomis�)

� Physis: Single moleules, atoms, or elementary partiles

In ontrast , marosopi models (maromodels) generalize or aggregate the mirosopi parts

to a olletive or systemi desription in terms of marosopi quantities:

� Choie tasks: perentage for a ertain alternative,

� Tra�:

� tra� �ow [veh./h℄ or density [veh./km℄ or olletive phenomena suh as tra�

waves, or more generally, tra� �ow dynamis.

� still one level more marosopi, one speaks of the daily tra� volume (DTV),

origin-destination matrix, or the objets of transportation planning in general.

� Eonomy: maro-eonomis

� Physis: marosopi phenomena suh as the �owing of liquids and gasses inluding sound

and water waves

1

1

Both in tra� and sound/water waves, the partiles move ompletely di�erently from the waves: In tra�,

the partiles (vehiles) move against the wave propagation diretion. In sound waves, the gas partiles just

osillate to and fro, and in deep-water waves, they desribe losed irles.
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Solution to Problem 1.2: Model and system equations of linear regression

(i) The general linear model equation

Y (~x, ~β) = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + ...+ ǫ =
∑

j

βjxj + ǫ = ŷ(~x, ~β) + ǫ, (1)

has one or more linear fators xj . Writing the exogenous variables x′k appearing in

these fators in terms of the system attributes identi�es the system. The �xed (linear

or nonlinear) equations making up eah fator haraterize the general system dynamis.

The residual term ǫ ∼ i.i.d.N(0, σ2) should satisfy the Gauÿ-Markow-assumptions.

(ii) From the general model, one obtains the system equations by applying the former to the

data, more spei�ally, to the n data points

~pi = {xi0, xi1, ..., xiJ , yi}, i = 1, ..., n

Inserting, in turn, eah point into the general equation results in the system equations

yi =
J
∑

j=0

xijβj + ǫi =
(

X~β + ~ǫ
)

i
, i = 1, 2, ..., n. (2)

Here, the empirial residual term ǫi(~x) denotes the observed deviation between the en-

dogenous variable of the data point i and the model estimate

∑

j xijβj as a funtion of

the parameter vetor

~β.

(iii) By minimizing the sum of squared errors

S(~β) = ~ǫ(~β)′~ǫ(~β)

with respet to

~β gives the estimated/alibrated model

Y (~x) = Ŷ (~x) + ǫ, Ŷ (~x) =
∑

j

β̂jxj (3)

whih is formally like the general model. The di�erene is that

~β is no longer general but

has �xed values

~̂β obtained from this partiular alibration task. The model is validated

if it applies also new situations with unhanged

~β.

The fat that the parameters are �xed one the model is alibrated is the basis for the analy-

sis/predition performane of eonometri models.
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Solution to Problem 1.3: Model and system equation in a binary hoie

situation

(a) Utility funtion: The pereived (deterministi) utility funtion should only depend on

the time and ad-ho ost di�erenes of the two alternatives, x1 and x2, respetively, and

on the inome x3 suh that the time sensitivity inreases and the ost sensitivity dereases

with the inome:

∆V (x1, x2, x3) = β1 + β2x1 + β3x2 + β4x1x3 + β5x2x3 (4)

where

� x1 = T
PT

−T
alt

di�erene in the omplex (doorstep-to-doorstep) travel times between

the publi transport (PT) and the best other alternative,

� x2 = C
PT

− C
alt

is the orresponding ad-ho ost di�erene

� In ontrast to x1 and x2, the inome x3 depends only on the person, not the alterna-

tives. Suh soio-eonomi variables annot be used diretly (then, the di�erene in

the determinsiti utilities would be zero) but only with alternative-spei� param-

eters and/or multipliation with alternative-spei� variables suh as x1, x2. Here

the ontext implies the latter.

Meaning of the parameters:

� β1: global ad-ho bonus for the publi transport (generally, for alternative 1 if the

other alternative is the referene)

� β2 < 0 desribes the time sensitivity

� β3 < 0 desribes the ost sensitivity

� β4 < 0 desribes the inrease of the time sensitivity with inome. It is negative sine,

with growing inome, people beome more time sensitive, i.e., the time sensitivity

beomes more negative. This beomes evident if writing the β2 and β4 terms as

β2x1 + β4x1x3 = (β2 + β4x3)x1.

The term in parantheses is the e�etive time sensitivity for a given inome.

� In analogy, β5 > 0 desribes the hange of the sensitivity to osts with the inome.

Sine, obviously, people with high inome are less sensitive to proes than those

with low inome, i.e., the e�eitive prie sensitivity β3+β5x3 beomes less negative,

we should have β5 > 0. However, the model omes at its limits for �super-earners�

where β3 + β5x3 beomes positive whih is nonsense: Nobody loves high pries per

se (maybe Gui bags are an exeption of that).

Setting up the (abstrat) model equations, i.e., the model struture is known as model

spei�ation. Two aspets matter:
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(i) The priniple of parsimony, a.k.a. Oam's Razor is best paraphrased in the

words of Albert Einstein:

Make it as simple as possible.

But not simpler.

In our example: If linearity is enough, keep to it. If some nonlinearity is immanent

to the system (here: a multipliative interation) restrit to the simplest form, i.e.

quadrati or multipliative terms.

(ii) Chek qualitative onsisteny of the parameters in form of plausible signs (need a

alibration �rst). Here,

� β2 + β4x3 < 0 (additional non-leisure time is always a disutility),

� β3 + β5x3 < 0 (More money for the same produt/servie under the same on-

ditions is always bad).

Hint: In the sense of Oam's Razor, One ould hek to simplify the model further

by ignoring one of the multipliative interations, e.g., the β5 term. The β4 intera-

tion term alone ensures that rih (more preisely muh earning) people value time

more in terms of Euros or Dollars than poor people. In partiular, the value of

time (VoT)

VoT =
β2 + β4x3

β3
> 0

inreases with the inome if β2 < 0, β3 < 0, and β4 < 0 and, as a bonus, the problem
of a positive prie sensitivity of the super-earners is also gone.

(b) System equations

Assume data from a survey for the last trips home→ university for n persons. Eah person

i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} an either hose the publi transport (yn1 = 1, yn2 = 0) or other transport
modes (yn1 = 0, yn2 = 1). The publi tranmsport and the best of the other modes also

have ertain harateristis (alternative-dependent attributes), at least total travel time

Tni and ad-ho osts Cni. Eah person also may have soio-eonomi attributes, e.g.,

the inome Ii in multiples of 1 000e/year: De�ning the fators

x1i = T1i − T2i, x2i = T1i − T2i, x3i = Ii,

we have following data matrix:

i T
PT

T
alt

x1i C
PT

C
alt

x2i x3i = Ii y1i y2i
1 20 30 -10 2 0 2 30 1 0

2 40 25 15 2 3 -1 35 0 1

.
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By the way: the parameter vetor

~β will be alibrated by the maximum likelihood

method instead of minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE) (we will ome to

that later). This means, we maximize the onditional probability that the model predits

the data (the disrete deisions), given the parameter vetor, with respet to this vetor.
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